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Sensor Networked Automated Shopping Cart. 
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1. Introduction :  Solution to the issue of the cumbersome shopping experience at the 

crowded billing counters is the need of the hour. Usage of technology to arrive at a tech based 

solution to address the issue . To identify the issue,  impact and the details correspondingly. 

 

2. Goal : To think of a desired solution that can use technology to help improve the speed, 

quality of the shopping experience at the crowded billing counters in the malls, grocery stores. 

 

 

3. Issue and its Impact : The shopping at malls, grocery stores has gradually become a 

painful experience. The major issue that has drawn attention is the billing of the products 

bought at these stores has become a tight experience. It is because the time consumed for 

billing each of the product after scanning and producing the bills have increased gradually. The 

time consumed is proportional to the number of products for scan and billing. If the crowd is 

high then the queue that grows due to this will increase which results in more time required 

than before.   

 

4. Design of the solution : 

 
The design of the final product is briefed below. 

- Usage of a better sensor- enabled module to each of the shopping cart. 

- Usage of a network module that can talk to a server machine at the billing counter for each 

product the user scans in the shopping cart. 

- Algorithm at the server machine that maps users to the shopping cart and updates billing 

information every time the user scans a product into the shopping cart. 

- Display on the shopping cart with details such as number of products bought , product 

name, date of expiry, price and total bill up to that moment. 

 

For the above mentioned design, RFID is the latest technology that can be used that serves 

both sensor + network module. 
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5. Schematic :  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 
       RFID TAGS 

 

6. Module Interactions and the Way it works: 

 

LCD Display :  
 

Latest available LCD display for displaying below attributes . 

 

 Input  A : 

 Product scanned at the moment. 

o Display cost of the product. 

o Display discount of the product. 

o Display cost after discount. 

 Input  B : 

 Display total amount for all the products scanned till now. 

o Display total amount scanned . 

o Display total number of products. 

 Input  C : 

 Edit the bill for any product. 

o Delete the product . 

o Add quantity for a product already scanned. 

 

 
Network Module 

 

Central Server  Machines 

Network 

Communication  

High-End Sensor 

 

LCD 

Display 

 

Billing Counter #1 

Billing Counter #3 

 

Billing Counter #2 
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High End Sensor : 
 

1. The RFID tags now available is a combinational chip that has both sensor as well as 

network  

2. chip. 

3. The product added to the cart is scanned by the customer himself. 

Network Module : 
 

1. The RFID tags now available is a combinational chip that has both sensor as well as 

network chip. 

2. The product details such as cost, availability etc can be obtained from central server 

machines via network module. 

3. The product scanned can also be sent via network module to update the bill at the 

central server machine. 

4. The billing details can be communicated from the central server machine via network 

module to be displayed for the customer. 

Central Server Machines : 
 

1. An algorithm to be running that has track of all the shopping carts. 

2. The shopping cart to be identified with a particular ID. 

3. The billing of products , maintaining of the bill, updating of the bill etc to be performed 

here. 

 

Network Communicator : 
 

1. The major module here for communication can be Bluetooth if short distance or WIFI to 

connect the billing counters-central server machines and central server machines-

shopping cart. 

Billing Counters : 
 

1. With the reference of the ID for the shopping cart, the billing counter interacts with the 

central server machines to fetch the details of the bill. 

2. Collect the billing amount and finish the billing procedure. 
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7. Technologies : 

 
RFID technology  :  

This definitely serves as an example for IOT(Internet of things). 

 

WIFI /Bluetooth : 

For network communication. 

 

8. Impact of the solution and Targeted audience : 

 
 The customer  can self scan the product added to the cart. 

 The customer can get details of the product using network module that interacts with the 

central server machines to fetch the data such as product cost, availability, Date of expiry etc. 

 The customer can also edit the products such as increase ,decrease, remove, add the product .  

 LCD display with certain inputs from the customer can help provide details such as products 

billed , total bill amount, number of products till that very moment. 

 The customer can get the cash/card ready before entering the billing counter to reduce the 

time. 

 The customer can enter the billing counter with already pre-bill details ,complete the bill 

payment and collect the products. 

 
It helps improve the customer experience. Life becomes much better. Results in better time 

utilization . All grocery/clothes or any shopping malls for that matter are the targets to utilize 

this technology solution that can benefit the customers.  
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